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Book Club Questions for  

The Night Ship by Jess Kidd 

 

1. Considering the historical context of the Dutch East India Company and 

the colonial era, how did the novel address issues of power, privilege, and 

colonialism? Were there moments that shed light on the societal norms and 

inequalities of the time? How did these historical elements enrich your 

understanding of the characters and their challenges? 

2. The novel delves into the darker aspects of human nature, especially in the 

events following the Batavia shipwreck. How did the portrayal of evil 

characters like Cornelisz impact your reading experience? Did you find their 

actions believable, or did you think certain characters' motivations needed 

more exploration? 

3. How did Jess Kidd's vivid descriptions of the Batavia and Beacon Island 

engage your senses and immerse you in the settings? Were there any 

elements of the sea voyage that felt familiar or surprising to you? 

4. In the early chapters, how does Kidd juxtapose Mayken and Gil's individual 

journeys? How does Gil's outsider status contribute to the narrative? In what 

ways does his "otherness" parallel Mayken's experiences? 

5. What tone permeates the story, and how does the language used by the 

author enhance this tone? What other elements in the book contribute to the 

overall atmosphere? 

6. Explore the similarities and differences between Mayken and Gil, despite 

the vast time gap between them. What shared experiences do they have, and 

how do these experiences shape their characters? 

 

7. Mayken and Gil both experience profound feelings of isolation and struggle 

to find a sense of belonging. How do their journeys reflect the universal 

themes of loneliness and the search for connection? In what ways do their 

experiences resonate with contemporary issues? 

8. The novel employs a dual timeline structure, alternating between Mayken's 

story in 1629 and Gil's story in 1989. How did this narrative structure impact 

your engagement with the story? Did you find one timeline more compelling 

than the other? How did the interweaving of these timelines enhance the 

overall narrative? 

9. As tensions escalate during the Batavia's voyage and after the shipwreck, 

what role does the Bullebak play in the story? How is this mirrored in Gil's 

time through the use of the Bunyip? 

10. Storytelling is a central theme in "The Night Ship," including folklore and 

family histories. What is the author attempting to convey through these 

layers of storytelling? How do these narratives enrich the overall plot? 
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11. Mayken and Gil both have surrogate parental figures throughout their 

journeys. Analyze the roles of these stand-in parents (such as Imke, Holdfast, 

Dutch, and Silvia) and discuss their significance in shaping the characters of 

Mayken and Gil. 

12. Loss is a key element in the lives of Mayken and Gil, particularly the loss 

of their mothers. Reflect on the major and minor losses experienced by these 

characters and how these events influence their development. 

13. Did you find yourself relating to any specific character in the novel? If so, 

who and why? What aspects of their experiences resonated with you? 

14. Jess Kidd is known for her descriptive and atmospheric writing style. How 

did her prose enhance your reading experience? Were there specific passages 

or descriptions that stood out to you? Did the writing style contribute to the 

overall immersion in the story? 

15. Towards the end of the book, the chapters become shorter. Why do you 

think the author made this stylistic choice? How do these brief chapters 

contribute to the sense of urgency in the conclusion of the story? 

16. Considering that "The Night Ship" is inspired by real historical events, as 

mentioned in the epilogue, what do you think readers should learn from 

Mayken's story? What larger themes or messages can be drawn from her 

experiences? 

17. Jess Kidd's writing blends various genres and themes. If you had to 

summarize this book in one sentence, how would you describe it? What 

elements define the essence of "The Night Ship"? 


